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Given an integral stamp basis Ak with [1=a1<a2< } } } <ak] and a positive
integer h, we define the h-range n(h, Ak) as
n(h, Ak)=max {N # N | nN O n=:
k
1
xi ai , :
k
1
x ih, n, x i # N0= .





We consider parameter bases Ak=Ak (h), where the basis elements ai are given
functions of h. For k=4 and sufficiently large h we give the extremal basis.  2001
Academic Press
1. BACKGROUND
Given an integral basis Ak=[a1 , a2 , ..., ak] with a1=1<a2< } } } <ak
and a positive integer h, we define the h-range n(h, Ak) as
n(h, Ak)=max {N # N | nN O n=:
k
1
x i ai , :
k
1
xih, n, x i # N0= .




x ia i } :
k
1
x ih, xi # N0 .
We consider only bases Ak which are h-admissible, that is
akn(h, Ak).
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A popular interpretation arises if we consider the integers ai as stamp
denominations and h as the ‘‘size of the envelope.’’ More information about
the postage stamp problem can be found in E. S. Selmer’s comprehensive
research monograph [19]. Here we mainly use Selmer’s notation and
presentation.
In the beginning, the main interest was centered around the global
aspect, to find an extremal basis Ak* with extremal h-range. The ‘‘local ’’
aspect is: Determine n(h, Ak) when h, k and a particular basis Ak are given.
In the global case, a convenient approach is to keep k fixed and let h
increase, asking for asymptotic values of the extremal h-range n(h, k).
We can also ask for asymptotic values of ‘‘local’’ h-ranges n(h, Ak)=
n(h, Ak (h)), when the basis elements ai are given functions of h. We shall
denote such bases Ak (h) as parameter bases.
Let . be the prefactor defined by
n(h, Ak (h))=. \hk+
k
(1+o(1)). (1)
Both the local and the global problems are trivial for k=2, Sto hr [22].
The extremal bases A3* were determined by Hofmeister [4, 5]. For k4,
our knowledge is much more limited. The best known general upper bound

















The proof consists in determining a parameter basis A4=A4(h) whose
h-range equals the bound given. However (May 1991, unpublished), Kirfel
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and the author have shown that the lower bound 2.008... (more decimals
in (20)) is really sharp. Hence, it is natural to investigate the local extremal
parameter bases for k=4.
For k=5, Kolsdorf [6] gave a parameter basis with asymptotic h-range
3.06(h5)5.




really exists for all k2. It is known that c2=1, c3=43, and c4=2.008... .
For fixed k2 and sufficiently large h, there exist parameter bases
Ak=Ak (h) satisfying (1) with .>0, hence bases for which
n(h, Ak (h)) has order of magnitude hk. (3)
For the basis elements, this implies that ai=ai (h) has order of magnitude
hi&1, i=2, 3, ..., k.
Representations and Gain






e1+e2a2+ } } } +ejaj<a j+1 , j=1, 2, ..., k&1. (5)
A representation of n is minimal if the number of addends is the smallest





; (i )j aj , (6)
where #i&1=Wa i ai&1 X2, and  i&2j=1 ;
(i )
j aj=#i&1ai&1&a i is the regular
representation by Ai&2 . As usual, WxX denotes the smallest integer x # R.
Hofmeister [5] calls (6) the normal form of the basis Ak .
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Let n # N have a regular representation (4) by Ak , and let si # Z,
i=2, 3, ..., k. A transfer is a substitution to reduce the coefficientsum. From







si \# i&1 ai&1&ai& :
i&2
j=1






si; (i )j + a j= :
k
j=1
z jaj , (7)
with s1=sk+1=#k=0. We say that the transfer is possible if z j0, j=
1, ..., k.
The sum of the reductions in the coefficients is the gain G(s2 , s3 , ..., sk)
in the transfer:




The usefulness of such transfers stems from the following result of
Hofmeister [5].
Result 1. Every ‘‘legal’’ representation n= ziai (zi0) can be obtained
from the regular representation n= eiai by a suitable (s2 , s3 , ..., sk)-
transfer with all si0.
We also cite the result of Hofmeister [5]; see also Kirfel [7].
Result 2. If a parameter basis Ak (h) satisfies (3) and is expressed in
normal form (6), then the si of any possible (s2 , s3 , ..., sk)-transfer are
bounded as h  .
In 1963, Hofmeister [5], [3] gave formulas for the regular h-range of a
basis. If only regular h-representations are allowed we get the regular
h-range. He also conjectured the formula of the extremal regular h-range,
later proved by Mrose [16].
Let
h0=h0 (Ak)=min[h # N | akn(h, Ak)]. (9)
For all k and hh0 we trivially have
n(h+1, Ak)n(h, Ak)+ak . (10)
Further Selmer [19] proved that, for arbitrary k and hh0 ,
n(h, Ak)(h+1) ak&1&ak (11)
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implies
n(h+1, Ak)=n(h, Ak)+ak . (12)
If h is increased by 1, the right-hand side of (11) increases with ak&1 ,
while the left-hand side increases with at least ak . There is consequently an
h1(h0) such that (11) and hence (12) are satisfied for all hh1 . This
means that for given h, hh1 , we have
n(h, Ak)=n(h1 , Ak)+(h&h1) ak . (13)
Hence, the h-range formula for a basis Ak is the same for all hh1 . Bases
with large h-range often have the same h-range formula for all hh0 .
2. THE ASYMPTOTIC CASE FOR k=4.
Let k=4, h=12:t+i, i # [0, 11], :1, : # Q, t # N. The parameter
basis AM=AM (h, b, p) in normal form is (a1=1)
a2=9:t+b1 t+ p1
a3=(3:t+b3 t+ p3) a2&(5:t+b2t+ p2) (14)
a4=(2:t+b6 t+ p6) a3&(:t+b5 t+ p5) a2&(6:t+b4 t+ p4),
where bl , pl # Z and we put b=(b1 , b2 , ..., b6) and p=( p1 , p2 , ..., p6). We
also consider the basis AS=AS(h, b, p), given by replacing the coefficient
5 in (14) by 7 and the coefficient 6 by 4. Let AM=AM (h, b) be the basis
(14) with p=(0, ..., 0) and similar, we have the basis AS=AS(h, b).
Given hm , a sufficiently large integer. We determine :, b and p such that
AM (h, b, p) is the extremal basis for h>hm .
Since 1971, the ‘‘record’’ prefactor .=2 was held by the parameter basis
AM (h, b) discovered by Hofmeister and Schell [5] with
b=(0, 0, ..., 0), :=1 (15)
and the transfers that give a positive gain
T1=(0, 1, 0), T2=(0, 0, 1), T3=(1, 1, 2), T4=(1, 0, 2). (16)
In 1988, Braunscha del [1] gave the basis AS with (15), using the transfers
T1 , T2 , T3 , T $4=(0, 0, 2). (17)
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He examined (on the computer) all bases A4(h) of the form,
h=Ht; a2=c1 t, a3=c2 ta2&c3 t, a4=c4 ta3&c5 ta2&c6 t, (18)
with cl # N, allowing only (s2 , s3 , s4)-transfers with s2 , s3 , s42. He then
always found .2 and .=2 only for the bases AM (h, b) and AS(h, b)
with (15), (see also Selmer [21]).
In [13], the author’s idea was to make small variations of the leading
coefficients of the elements of the basis (14), by varying b around the six-
tuple (0, ..., 0), to see whether an increase of the prefactor was possible. Let
bM=(15, 1, &15, 6, &13, &20). (19)
In 1985 he found a basis AM (h, bM) with .>2 (see [13]):
To get the prefactor . of this basis we consider the polynomial
g(#)=&32#&168#2&22#3+3#4















With this #1 we put :1=&20#1=205.92... and
_=2+3&12&6g(#1)=2.0080397... . (20)
For given =>0 we can choose t so large that for h=12w:1 tx the basis
AM (h, bM) has the prefactor
.>_&=.
In fact, here _ is a cubic irrationality, and can only be approximated by
‘‘rational’’ bases (14). Let :=:0 be a rational approximation to :1 . If we
put :=206, that is h=2472t, we obtain _ of (20) with all seven decimals
correct. As usual, wxx denotes the largest integer x # R.
In [12] we developed formulas for the possible h-ranges of the para-
meter bases AM (h, b, p), and based the optimization on the determination
of the local h-range n(h, AM). In addition to the transfers (16), we
discovered that it was possible to use
T5=(1, 2, 1), T6=(1, 0, 3). (21)
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In spite of the very small improvement of .=2, this result gave quite a
new situation. Let
bS=(15, &1, &15, 2, &13, &20). (22)
My cited result (19), (20) is valid also for the basis AS(h, bS). Selmer [20],
[21] denotes the two bases an associate pair of bases.
Two parameter bases A(1)(h) and A(2)(h) is said to be asymptotical equal
if a (1)j a
(2)
j  1 when h   for 2 j4. In 1991 Kirfel and the author
showed
Result 3. For h   all the bases A4=A4(h) with prefactor .>2.008
is either asymptotical equal to the basis AM (h, bM) or equal to AS(h, bS).
Let AM (h, bM) denote the class of all bases A=A(h) that are asymptoti-
cal equal to AM(h, bM ) and let AS (h, bS ) by the similar class for AS (h, bS ).
We now ask for the best choice of the basis A=A(h) in the class
AM (h, bM ) and the best choice of the basis in AS (h, bS). Since we have
b=bM and :t:1 from (19) and (20), this means for the basis (14) to
determine the set p.
We consider mostly the basis AM since the results also are valid for the
basis AS if not otherwise said.
3. THE CRITICAL INEQUALITIES AND THE h-RANGE
FORMULAS
In the literature we find more or less general h-range algorithms by
Lunnon [9], Riddel and Chan [18], the author [10], [15], [11] and
Challis [2].
Let the basis A4 and the possible transfers be given. For each integer
n # [1, n(h, A4)] given in regular representation  eja j , we use the possible
transfer with the largest gain to give the minimal representation of n,
 zjaj . It satisfies the inequality  ej -gain= zjh. This algorithm [15],
gives sufficient 2-tuples (n, inequality) such that the inequalities express the
conditions that all the integers n have an h-representation. The least integer
n with n+1 not having an h-representation is the h-range. For given basis,
the algorithm determine h0 in (9) and h1 in (13) such that for all hh1 the
h-range formula is the same. The result of the algorithm is valid for all
hh0 .
In [13], using Result 1 and 2 we find the possible transfers (16), (21)
and apply the algorithm to determine the prefactor c4 of the basis (14). Let
the regular representation of n be n= ei ai . By (7) the possible transfers
give lower bounds on the ei . We combine these with the upper bounds (5)
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and certain additional conditions for the sum of several ei . As an example
let n= ei ai satisfying
3;+(&b1+2b4) t& p1+2p4e15;+b2 t+ p2&1
2;+2b5 t+2p5+1e23;+b3 t+ p3&2
e32;+b6 t+ p6&2
e42.
Here ;=:t and h=12;+i. The largest gain is
G(1, 0, 2)=;+(&b1+2b4+2b5&2b6) t& p1+2p4+2p5&2p6+3.
(23)
The largest integer n satisfying the inequalities is
n=5;+b2 t+ p2&1+(3;+b3 t+ p3&2) a2+(2;+b6 t+ p6&2) a3
+e4a4
=e$1+e$2a2+e$3a3+e4 a4
and must satisfy e$1+e$2+e$3+e4&gainh, that is
5;+b2 t+ p2&1+3;+b3 t+ p3&2+2;+b6 t+ p6&2
+e4&G(1, 0, 2)h,
H: 3;&e4+(&b1&b2&b3+2b4+2b5&3b6) t
& p1& p2& p3+2p4+2p5&3p6+8+i0. (24)
Let e$4 be the e4 determined by equality in (24). The integer m with the
regular representation
m=e$1&1+e$2a2+e$3a3+(e$4+1) a4 (25)
has a h-representation and so have all integers smaller than m satisfying
the inequality conditions. We have a 2-tuple (m, H ). From (24) we see that
e$4=3;+xt+u, x, u # Z. For the basis (14) our algorithm, [15] generates
73 2-tuples to determine the h-range, [13]. The inequalities have the forms
vl :t&e4+ fl (b) t+ fl ( p)+i+c l0, l # M$1 , (26)
vl :t+ fl (b) t+ fl ( p)+i+cl0, l # M$2 . (27)
Here M$1 and M$2 are sets of indices, cl constants and fl linear homo-
geneous functions. Since the inequalities (27) have no e4 they correspond
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to integers smaller than 3a4 , since s43 in (16), (21). In (26), vl=3, 4, 5
or 6 and in (27) vl=0, 1, 2 or 3. The critical inequalities are (26) with
vl=3 and (27) with vl=0, giving with suitable ordering
Hl: ( fl (b)&x) t+( fl ( p)&u)+i+cl0, l # M1 , (28)
Il: fl (b) t+ fl ( p)+i+cl0, l # M2 . (29)
For large h it is easy to satisfy the other inequalities.
Lemma 1. Given h=12:t+ih1 and the h-admissible basis AM (h, b, p).
Then
fl (b)&x0, l # M1 ,
fl (b)0, l # M2 ,
x=min[ fl (b) | l # M1].
Here M1 and M2 are the sets of indices for the inequalities (28) and (29).
Proof. Given h=12:t+ih1 and the h-admissible basis AM (h, b, p).
All the inequalities (26) and (27) are satisfied. From (13), the h-range for-
mula of the basis is the same for all hh1 . Consider the inequalities (28)
and (29). Let us assume fl1 (b)&x<0 for some l1 , l1 # M1 . Then there
exists a t$>t such that
|( fl1 (b)&x) t$ |> f l1 ( p)&u+i+cl1
and the inequality is not satisfied for h$=12:t$+i>h1 . Hence fl (b)&x0
for l # M1 . Similar fl (B)0 for l # M2 .
Let us assume fl (b)&x>0 for all l # M1 . The inequality (28) corre-
sponding to the h-range formula is satisfied with equality. Let
( f (b)&x) t+ f ( p)&u+i+c=0.
Then there exists a t$ such that
( f (b)&x) t$>&( f ( p)&u+i+c),
which means that the basis does not have the same h-range formula for
h=h$.
Hence
x=min[ fl (b) | l # M1].
In what follows we allways assume that hh1 .
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Let hh1 and L=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and b=bM . The 2-tuples (nl , Hl), l # L
with fl (bM)&x=0 are
H1: &u+ p2&2p3& p4& p6+6+i0
H2: &u& p1& p2& p3+2p4+2p5&3p6+8+i0
H3: &u+ p1& p3&2p4+ p5&2p6+6+i0 (30)
H4: &u&2p1+ p2& p3+2p4+ p5&3p6+7+i0
H5: &u& p2&2p5& p6+2+i0.
n1=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(;&13t+ p5&1) a2
+8;&2t& p1+ p2+2p4&2
n2=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&2) a3
+(3;&15t+ p3&2) a2+5;+t+ p2&2
n3=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&2) a3
+(3;&15t+ p3&2) a2+9;+3t& p1+3p4&2 (31)
n4=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&1) a3
+(;&13t+ p5&1) a2+9;+15t+ p1&2
n5=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&1) a3
+(2;&26t+2p5) a2+5;+t+ p2&2
The inequality (29) with fl (bM)=0 is
I1: & p1& p3+3+i0.
For b=bM , Lemma 1 gives x=45. This means, if we put b=bM and
x=45 in all the inequalities (28) and (29) then only fl (bM)&45=0 for
l # L corresponds to h-range candidates and only f1 (bM)=0. This is also
verifyable using [13].
The six homogeneous linear equations in the seven variables b1 , ..., b6
and x,
fl (b)&x=0, l=1, 2, ..., 5 and f1 (b)=0 (32)
have a solution proportional with b=bM and x=45. From Result 3, we
may now assume b=bM in the search for the extremal local h-range of the
basis.
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Since I1 are the only inequality corresponding to a integer <a4 it must
determine h0 and h&h0=&p1& p3+3+i. The h-range is the smallest one
of the integers nl , l # L with the inequality Hl satisfied with equality.
Since the h-range formula (13) is the same for hh1 , no basis AM with
b{bM for large h has extremal h-range, hence the sets p have | pj |<},
} is a constant. For small h, sets b{bM may give extremal bases. Given
the sets bM and p, then from the inequalities Hl , (30), u is bounded.
Theorem 1. Let h=12:t+i. Let the set b=bM=(bj) be given. For t
sufficiently large we find the largest h-range of the h-admissible basis
AM (h, bM , p) for some p=( pj) where




W |(i+cl)( f l (d2)&1)|X+1,
d2=(1, 1, ..., 1) and L=[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Here f l , cl , l # L is given by (30).
Proof. Let the h-admissible basis AM (h, bM , p) in (14) and h1 in (13)
be given with 2-tuples (nl , Hl) given in (30) and (31). Then the basis has
the same h-range formula for hh1 . We know that | pj |<}, j=1, ..., 6.
Suppose p1= p$1+$b1 , | p1 |>|b1 | and | p$1 |<|b1 |, with |$|1, $ # Z. Let
b1 t+ p1=b1 (t+$)+ p$1=b$1 t+ p$1 ,
where b$1=b1 (t+$)t.
For given =1>0 there exists a t1 such that for t>t1
|b$1&b1 |<=1 .
For increasing t the basis tend to the optimal asymptotic basis AM (h, bM).
For h large enough the h-range is given for the basis where we may con-
sider p1 to be equal to p$1 , since b1 and p1 allways occur as the term
b1 t+ p1 , and the h-range formula is the same for all hh1 . Independent
we may also do this for each pj , j=2, 3, ..., 6. Also the inequalities (30) are
satisfied. One of them must be satisfied with equality corresponding to the
integer in (31) that is the h-range formula. Let the inequality be
( fl (bM)&x) t+ fl ( p)&u+i+cl=0,
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where fl (bM)&x=0. Assume f l (d2)&1{0. Let q j=bj&s, v=x&s, where
s=(i+cl)( f l (d2)&1), and d2=(1, 1, ..., 1). Then
pj=qj++b j , u=v++x, + # Z
are the general solution of
fl ( p)&u+i+cl=0. (34)
This means that for given the set bM , to find the optimal h-range of the
basis AM (h, bM , p), it is sufficient to vary p such that




W |(i+cl)( f l (d2)&1)|X+1.
Hence, for large h the number of operations to determine the optimal
h-range are independent of h. The amount of operations in the computa-
tions is independent of t.
Theorem 1 is valid for all sets b, but the set of critical inequalities (28), (29)
with fl (b)&x=0 may vary. It is also valid for the basis AS . Using the
possible transfers (17), (21) and b=bS , (22), we give the 2-tuples (n, H ) of
this basis corresponding to (30) and (31) in the Appendix.
Construction 1. Given h1236. Let bM=(15, 1, &15, 6, &13, &20).
Let Pi=( p1 , p2 , ..., p6) and r be given by Table 1. Let ;=wh12x,
i=h&wh12x12 and q=r+i. Let \=:1 in (20). If i=0 then put
j=w;\x+1 else j=w;\x. If n( j+1)>n( j ) then t= j+1, else t= j.
The basis A(t) has the elements (a1=1)
a2=9;+15t+ p1
a3=(3;&15t+ p3) a2&(5;+t+ p2)
a4=(2;&20t+ p6) a3&(;&13t+ p5) a2&(6;+6t+ p4)
and h-range formula
n(t)=(3;+45t+q+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&2) a3
+(3;&15t+ p3&2) a2+5;+t+ p2&2.
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TABLE 1
i p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 r
0 &8 0 10 &3 7 13 &25
1, 2 &4 1 8 &1 5 10 &19
3, 4 0 2 6 1 3 7 &13
5, 6 4 3 4 3 1 4 &7
7, 8 8 4 2 5 &1 1 &1
9, 10 12 5 0 7 &3 &2 5
11 16 6 &2 9 &5 &5 11
Then the basis A*M=AM (h, bM , Pi)=A(t) has h-range
n(h, A*M)=n(t).
For i even, h&h0=1. For i odd, h&h0=0.
Given Result 3 from Kirfel and the author, we have
Theorem 2. For h>hm the extremal basis A4*=A*M given in Construction 1.
Proof. Consider our basis AM (h, bM , p) with 2-tuples (nl , Hl), l # L and
the inequality I1 .
First, given two polynomials
f (t)=: dl t4&l and g(t)=: $ l t4&l. (35)
If dl=$l for l=0, 1, ..., v&1 and dv >$v we say for tr1 the polynomial
f (t) is larger than g(t) and write f > g.
Consider the possible h-range formulas (31) as 4th degree polynomials
in t. The basis AM has prefactor c4 for :=:0 t:1 and b=bM . Given also
i and the set p we may calculate the coefficients of the polynomials. To
determine the largest polynomial we only have to vary the set p. From
Theorem 1 the set of p’s, say J are given by (33). For large h we have
n1<n2<n3<n4<n5 . (36)
We calculate s and the set J of 6-tuples p in (33). For given p # J, the
h-range formula nl of the h-admissible parameter basis AM (h, bM , p) is a
fourth degree polynomial in t.
Let p # J be given such that I=I1 is satisfied. Since fl (bM)&x=0 for
l # L
u=minl # L fl ( p)+c l+i and
v=minl # L l |u= fl ( p)+cl+i.
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Then the inequalities Hl , l # L are satisfied and the h-range formula nv is
a 4th degree polynomial in t.
To determine the largest polynomial, we compute the coefficients of the
polynomials for all 6-tuples p # J. We know they have the same coefficient
of t4. Given p, the polynomials n2 , n3 , n4 , n5 also have the same coefficient
of t3. Using the same procedure for the basis AS we have determined com-
pletely the largest polynomial in t for all h larger than some constant hm .
This we do for all i # [0, 11]. The algorithm below to determine the largest
polynomial in t is used on both bases AM and AS .
Algorithm.
n0 , largest known h-range polynomial
for all p # J do
if I satisfied do
u=minl # L fl ( p)+c l+i
v=minl # L l | u= f l ( p)+cl+i
calculate the coefficients of nv
if nv >n0 then n0=nv
The found set p=Pi , in Table 1 for the basis AM corresponds to the
largest polynomial, given by n2 in (31). Then for hh1 Construction 1
gives the h-range formula of the parameter basis AM . Now, given Result 3,
we have determined the extremal parameter basis, AM (h, bM , Pi) for all
h>hm . Construction 2 below gives the h-range formula of the optimal
parameter basis AS . For h11385 A*M has larger h-range than AS* . For
given h>hm , to find the local h-range, the integer tt(h&i )12:1 from
(20). Let t1=w(h&i )12:1 x, t2=t1+1. If t have the value t1&1 or t2+1
then we have a $11 such that for h large enough
|(h&i )12:1&t |>$1 . (37)
This means that for large h we do not get the extremal parameter basis
with prefactor c4 . Hence, t must have the value t1 or t2 .
4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We use Maple to generate the formulas of the polynomials in t and the
coefficients as Fortran expressions from the Maple expressions. The com-
plete search was done in Fortran. We came to two constructions of bases,
Construction 1 and 2.
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TABLE 2
i p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 r
0 &12 1 14 &1 11 19 &38
1, 2 &8 2 12 0 9 16 &32
3, 4 &4 3 10 1 7 13 &26
5, 6 0 4 8 2 5 10 &20
7, 8 4 5 6 3 3 7 &14
9, 10 8 6 4 4 1 4 &8
11 12 7 2 5 &1 1 &2
Construction 2. Given h1236. Let bS=(15, &1, &15, 2, &13, &20).
Let Pi=( p1 , p2 , ..., p6) and r be given by Table 2. Let ;=wh12x,
i=h&wh12x12 and q=r+i. Let \=:1 in (20). If i4 then put
j=w;\x+1 else j=w;\x. If n( j+1)>n( j ) then t= j+1, else t= j.
The basis A(t) has the elements (a1=1)
a2=9;+15t+ p1
a3=(3;&15t+ p3) a2&(7;&t+ p2)
a4=(2;&20t+ p6) a3&(;&13t+ p5) a2&(4;+2t+ p4)
and h-range formula
n(t)=(3;+45t+q+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&2) a3
+(3;&15t+ p3&2) a2+4;+2t+ p4&2.
Then the basis AS*=AS(h, bS , Pi)=A(t) has h-range
n(h, AS*)=n(t).
For i even, h&h0=1. For i odd, h&h0=0.
Extensive computations, described in [14], for h620000 gave the
following results.
Result A. For 9793h620000 is A*M=AM (h) the basis with the
largest h-range in the class AM (h, bM).
Result B. For 10653h620000 is AS*=AS(h) the basis with the
largest h-range in the class AS(h, bS).
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TABLE 3
no.b b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 x : .
1 15 1 &15 6 &13 &20 45 205.9228985 2.008039764
2 10 1 &10 4 &9 &14 31 147.4381088 2.007488683
3 11 1 &11 4 &10 &16 35 171.6533959 2.007077468
4 12 1 &12 5 &10 &15 34 169.1924399 2.006851816
5 9 0 &9 4 &7 &11 25 128.4287313 2.006448411
6 5 1 &5 2 &5 &8 17 90.16549785 2.006128621
7 1 0 &1 0 &1 &2 4 25.69898249 2.004306604
Conjecture 1. Theorem 2 is valid for h11385.
We prove in [14], see also Selmer [20]:
Let b=(b1 , ..., b6) and
b$=(b1 , b1&b2+b3 , b3 , b1&b4&b5+b6 , b5 , b6). (38)
To each basis AM (h, b) with prefactor . there is a basis AS(h, b$) with the
same prefactor and vice versa. If b=b$ then
2b2=b1+b3 , and 2b4=b1&b5+b6 .
So far the computations for h620000 show that we get the optimal bases
for AM by using the sets b given in Table 3. And, (38) immediately gives
the sets b used for the basis AS .
APPENDIX
H1: &u& p2& p3+ p4+ p5&2p6+6+i0
H2: &u& p1& p3+2p4+3p5&4p6+9+i0
H3: &u+ p2&2p3&2p4& p6+6+i0
H4: &u+ p1& p2&2p4& p5& p6+3+i0
H5: &u& p1+ p2& p3&2p5& p6+4+i0
I: & p1& p3+3+i0.
Replacing the set b by the set b$ given in (38), the inequalities (30)
become the critical inequalities with respect to b for the basis AS(h, b).
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n1=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(;&13t+ p5&1) a2
+9;&15t& p1+2p2+ p4&2
n2=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&2) a3
+(3;&15t+ p3&2) a2+4;+2t+ p4&2
n3=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&2) a3
+(3;&15t+ p3&2) a2+8;+4t+2p4&2
n4=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&1) a3
+(;&13t+ p5&1) a2+6;&12t& p1+ p2+2p4&2
n5=(3;+45t+u+1) a4+(2;&20t+ p6&1) a3
+(2;&26t+2p5&1) a2+9;+15t+ p1&2
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